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We introduce the chemical potential in a system of two-dimensional massless fermions, con6ned
to a 6nite region, by imposing twisted boundary conditions in the Euclidean time direction. . We
explore in this simple model the application of functional techniques which could be used in more
complicated situations.
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I. INTRGDUCTION

The thermodynamics of hadronic matter has recently
received great attention [1], maiiily in connection with
the possible occurrence of a deconfining phase transi-
tion at finite temperature. The diKculty of studying this
transition in the framework of @CD comes from the fact
that confinement has not been derived in this theoretical
context.

Consequently, effective models such as, for example,
the bag models [2,3], have been introduced to mimic the
confining properties of strong interactions. In these mod-
els, fields are con6ned to bounded regions and subject
to adequate boundary conditions. Finite volume effects
turn out to be relevant, and they have been studied in
the thermodynamical limit, for instance, in [4], and for a
nonvanishing chemical potential in [5].

A complete analysis of the &ee energy for an MIT bag
model at T ) 0, with p = 0, has been perforzned in [6].
The corrections introduced by chiral boundary conditions
have also been studied [7]. Functional methods have been
used in these papers to isolate the Gnite temperature-
dependent pieces from the (divergent) Casimir energy.

The aim of the present paper is to study the possibility
of introducing a nonvanishing chemical potential through
"twisted" boundary conditions in the Euclidean time di-
rection and treat it following the methods developed in
[6,8]. As a first approach to this problem we present here
the evaluation of the Gibbs &ee energy for the simple
model of massless (1 + 1)-dimensional fermions confined
to a segment, for T and p g 0.

Even though, for this toy model, the eigenvalue prob-
lem can be exactly solved, we will rather follow an alter-
native approach. We will relate difFerences of &ee ener-
gies of the system to the Green function satisfying ade-
quate (spatial and temporal) boundary conditions. This
approach is expected to be more useful in the realistic
four-dimensional case, where eigenvalues cannot be ex-
plicitly solved for. In Sec. IV, we will reobtain the re-

suits in Sec. II, making use of the functional method
developed in [8], which is based on the evaluation of p
determinants.

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FEB.MIONS
%PITH gs g 0

We consider a system of two-dimensional fermions con-
fined in the segment [0,I] and subject to given boundary
conditions. As is well known, the chemical potential can
be introduced as an imaginary constant temporal gauge
field [9]. If the teznperature is T = 1/P and the chemi-
cal potential is p, the Grand canonical partition function
can be expressed as

(T L, li) —e PG(Til iP)

B 'V exp dt dx D, I
0

—ipse ]vj !

~

Det D(P, I ) —i pp

where

D(P, I) = pBt + p8 fo—r 0—( t, x ( 1,
L

with

(1 Ol
()

and "BC" means that we must evaluate the functional
determinant of the di8'erential operator de6ned on func-
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tions satisfying the boundary conditions:

Bg(t, z) = 0, for x = 0, 1,

@(1,z) = -@(O,z)
(4)

with the frequencies given by

On = (dn —XP&

(2n+ 1)m.
for ng Z.

(10)

Here B denotes an elliptic boundary condition to be sat-
isfied at the spatial edges.

So, we have the following relation for the Gibbs kee
energy:

—P (P & I ) = T' » D(P I) —~I ~' „)BG 8
Op Op

= Tr( —ip KBC (t, z; t', x') ),

The coefficients satisfy

k„(z,z') = e "-'*k
(O z')

—,A„L( — )II(

with

1 forz)0,
0 for x(0. (12)

where KBC(t, x; t', x') is the Green function of the prob-
lem, satisfying

Now, we must impose the boundary conditions on the
spatial edges. We will adopt a static "baglike " condition

D(P, L) —ipp KBC (t, z; t', z') = b (z —z') b(t —t'),
B KBc( t, zest z') =0, for x=0, l,

KBc (1,z; t', z') = —KBC (0, z; t', z').
(6)

This can also be expressed in terms of

D(P, L) —

ipse

= e»~D(P, L) e»~,

KBC(t, x;t', z') = e»'k(t, z;t', z') e »", -

where k(t, x; t', x') is the Green function of the problem

D(P, L) k(t, x;t', x') = b(z —z')h(t —t'),

Be»'k(t, x; t', x') = 0, for x = 0, 1,

k(1, z;t', *') + e »k(O, *;t'-,*') = O.

(1 —p') k„(0,x') =
l

.
1 l

k„(0,x') = 0.( 1
(14)

This implies that

k-(o *') = l, l
(f(x') ~(z') ).(1)

On the other hand, at x = 1,

(1+~')k„(1,x') = O,

which means that

(1-') .""-'*l .
l

g (f(*') &(z') )

(B@)(t, x) = (1+g)g(t, x) = 0 for x = 0, 1, (13)

such that, at x = 0,

This function has the development

k(t, z;t', z') = L ) k„(z, z') e-'A-~('-'),
This gives

1 —Pg A L(l x) 0 —
(17)

~ps 0 La
(1 ~ 1) e—P~A L(1—x') +1e—PsA L(~ a')II(z z ) e—iA P(t——')

2 cosh(A„L)

So we have, for the derivative of the &ee energy,

—P (P, L, p) = Tr( —ip e»'k(t, z;t', x') e»')
Bp

1 1 OO

dx dt tr p'e»('-") )
0 0 n= —oo

Isa

—pgQ I (1—~—~')

2 cosh(O„I )

(e
—pg A I (1+a—a')

+ 1 PqA L(m m') II(— I)—
2 cosh(O„L)

—iA~ p(t —t')
l(~', *')=( .~) .

For 0 ( x, z' ( 1, the first term in the series converges absolutely and uniformly, even at (t, x) = (t', z'). So it can be
summed up in any order; in particular, one can first take the trace as a matrix, obtaining a vanishing result. This is
not the case for the second term, containing the p matrix. In fact,
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j —ps 0 L(1++—x')) ~~ e
—~tn L(x x—')H( t) —inP(t —t')

2 cosh(A„L) )

—~,Q„L(1+~—~')

2 cosh(B„L)
—ptn„I (x—x')

)

0 0
I

—in„p(t —t')
0 1

+ ) e—pg A„L(l+~—x')

2 cosh(O„L)
—pgn I(x—a')

i
1 0 )( —in p{t—t')~oo~ (2o)

OO / I+)- -&.n. l{*-~)
~

H(») o
I

—'n„p(t-t')H(*- ))'
—1

+ y &Sn„r,( ') ( H(z —x)
0n= —oo

—in p(t —t')
H(z —z—') )

where the erst two terms in the right-hand side are absolutely convergent even at x' = x. For the last two terms in
this equation we have, for x' g x,

j I,.n„I.(. .) (
—H(* —*) o

~,-,n„p(t-t )+ &- ( 0 H(z' —z) )

and

('.--/p) [~(*--')+'p(t-t')]
H(x —x —)/

e

1 —exp —
p I x —x' L, +i t —t'

(i~—~/p)[L(a' —x)I+ip(t —t')]
H(x' —x)

1 —exp —~p I, x' —x 5+i
(21)

—ptn L(~ ~1) ( H(z x)
0

0
)~ —in„p(t —t')

H(x —x') )—
(i@+a/p) [I (z' ——z)—ip(t —t')]

(22)

—(ip+~/p) [L(a—a') —ip(t —t')]
/

e
H(x —x )—

1 —exp —
p I x —x' —i t —t'

which are singular at (t', z') = (t, z). Calling z = L(x —x') + iP(t —t'), z = I (z —x') —iP(t —t'), we have

p I —, +'~+ In[II( ' *)- (H*-*')] +(-oIn' )8++ 8
27r

'

0 ——i p + n In [H(z' —z) —H(x —z')] + o(s'/n ) )z

Now, we can evaluate

L, tr ~oePP(t-~')~l 8 +8 = — ePP(t-~) ——=+2ip+0 2 2

2' z z

i 0() x —z'
i
L'IP).

(24)
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This corresponds to the following (finite) contribution to —P & (T, L, y,):
1 1

dx dt tr p e"~(' '1p (S++ S ) = LP—.
0 0 (t', ~') =(a,~) vr

(25)

For the remaining terms in Eq. (20), we can put t' = t and x' = x, and take the matrix trace inside the sum:

~
—psQ L

L J,'dx f,'dt tr
2cosh 0 I

/ EI( n —I—/2) 0
0 H(n+ 1/2) )

(26)

i L Q— (tanh(O„L) —sgn(n + 1/2) ) .

We finally get

—P (P, L, p) = LP ——iL ) (tanh [((u„—ip) L] —sgn(n+. 1/2)}.OG p,

t9jl 7t
A =—OO

(27)

Notice that, while the first term in the right-hand side (RHS) of (27), coming &oin the singular behavior of the Green
function, is linear in p, the second one, a m-periodic function of pL, contains the finite size effects (vanishing for
L -+ oo). It is easy to see from this expression that, in the P -+ oo limit, the mean value of the particle number is

lim N=
p —+oo

pL
(28)

where [x] means the integer part of x.
Now, (27) can be integrated to obtain

—Pf G(P, L, p) —G(P, L, O)) = LP+ )—lnP cosh [(u —ip) I]
2~ cosh[(u L]

+ ip. L egn(n ~ 1/2) ) . (29)

Taking into account that ~ „=—~~„ il we have, for the piece of the &ee energy which depends on p, , the (finite)
result

(1 + 2 cos(2pL)e " + e 4 "+)—P ( G (P, L, p) —G (P, L, 0)) = IP + ln—
0

(so)

where Os(u, q) is the Jacobi theta function [10].

III. THE FB.EE ENEB.GY POB. p, = 0

In order to have the complete Gibbs function, we will evaluate in this section the 6.ee energy of our system of
two-dimensional fermions as a function of temperature, for p = 0. We take

1n Bet [D(P, I)]nn = Te (,W Bek(tn;I', n')), ,

where the Green function of the operator is given by (18) with p, = 0:

"fsccp~ LK

k(t *.t' ~') = zL ) (1+&') ~ "--'~'-*'1 —&" "--'~*-*'1a(*-*') .---~('-'1
2 cosh(u L)

As in Sec. I, the term in the RHS of Eq. (31) which does not contain p gives a vanishing contribution. For
the remaining, we get two contributions to the trace: the first coming &om the absolutely convergent series (for
0 (z, z' (1)
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i—ru„P(t t—') e p~—~„L(x a'—)
P „" 2 cosh(tu„L)

( H( —n —1/2)
()

0
H(n+1/2) )

J OO OO

(tanh(w I) —sgn(n+ 1/2)) = 2 g ln (1+ e " };
A =—OO &P =o

the second one turns out to be divergent, and therefore a regularization procedure is required. We will use a "point-
splitting" prescription to get

OO

&5
—i~„p(t—t') —pg cu L(~—~')

6 H(x' —x)H( —n —1/2) —H(x —x') H(n + 1/2)x
i 0

l0
H(x' —&)H(n+ 1/2) —H(x —x') H( —n —1/2) &

(2m+—1)$ [I (z —x')+iP(t —t')]
P2 0 0 n=p

—(2n, +1)—[L(x' x)+iP(—t t')]—
~(~' ')=(~ ) (34)

1 1

Qx dtlmBg)P' o o
~(t', ~')=(t, ~)

sinh
(

—[L ] 2; —x'
J
+iP(t —t')]

)

Lcosh(7re-/P) 8 LP
P [sinh(ere/P)] ~P

y o(F)),

for e = L
~

z' —T ~(( P, which shows a singular piece proportional to L.
So, we have, for the free energy at p, = 0,

2 L ~L C
F(P, I,) = ——) in(1+ e-'--')+

P 3P2 Pn=0

( 4 L= ——ln 02 0, e & + —) ln 1 —e ~ +
P (

'
P

vrL C
3P' P' (35)

with C an integration constant.
The Casimir energy is obtained through the limit of

this expression for vanishing temperature:

(
F(P, L) —Ec,(L) = ——ln es 0, e

P

lim F(P, L) = Ec,(L)
P—+OO

1

dmin�(1+

e ) + (36)
7l 0

vr L

24L vre2
'

where one can see that the singular O(e ) part can be
eliminated through a renormalization of the vacuum en-

ergy density. The finite part of E~,(L),—,coincides
24L '

with the result obtained in Ref. [11],and gives rise to an
attractive force between the edges of the segment where
the fermions are confined.

Then, we get the finite result

mL C vr

3P2 P 24L

The undetermined constant C can be evaluated by im-
posing the vanishing of entropy at zero temperature.
Since

S = P F'(P, I),

for P ~ oo the Poisson formula for the previous series
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allows us to write which are given by

(X) ein(n+l/2)a»
i

/1)

implying that C = 0.
We anally get, for the &ee energy as a function of

PiLi p~

G(P, L, p) —Ec,(L)

(——ln 03 pI, e
P

with A„= vr(n+ 1/2), n E Z.

Now, a basis in ker D(P, L) is

q (t ) = e(n+'/')i(p'+'L*»'
i

. i, with n e Z. (45)
/'1i

The following step is to get the projected boundary values
of g„(t,x) through the boundary operators A(g) and B:

+—) lni1 —eP„; 3P2 24I
((~(.)~-)(-) )

H„(t, x; g) = (Bg„)(t, 0)
i (B&-)(t,1) )

(h-(*;.) i
0

IV. THE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL THROUCH
A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM h„(x;q) = y„(t = 1, x) + e'~@„(t= O, x) (4

(n+1/2)nP/L + ig in(n+1/2)x»

In this section, we will show how the result in Sec. I can
alternatively be obtained with the methods developed in
Ref. [8], by introducing the chemical potential through
suitable boundary conditions.

As before, we will consider the differential operator

Forman's operator, 4(g', g), is defined as

H„(t, x;q') = C(q', q) H„(t, x;q), (47)

D(P, I) = —p c)&+ —p c),
L

(41)
for any basis in ker D(P, L). Since the operator B does
not depend on the parameter g, 4(l)', g) has the form

(A(q)X) (x) = X(t = 1,x) + e'"X(t = 0, x) = 0,

(Bx) (t, x) —= [1+ g]x(t, x) = O, for x = O, 1,
(42)

and call this operator [D(P, I )]&(„)& .
The method requires a basis in the kernel of the dif-

ferential operator, ker D(P, L). The calculation can be
greatly simplified by choosing a complete system of func-
tions satisfying the boundary conditions at the spatial
edges. Such basis can be constructed &om the eigen-
functions of the Hermitian operator (—its & ) in [0, 1]:

—its —,".x (*) = & x (*)

(Bx-) (o) = o = (Bx-) (1),
(43)

with the dimensionless variables t, x taking values in the
segment [0, 1]. We will take D(P, L) to act on differen-
tiable functions satisfying the boundary conditions

- (, ) i/
4(l)', rI) 4'(g', l)) )i9&1 i 0 (48)

(n+l/2)7 p/L + i~i i(+/) p/ +e'n)'

Note that the h„(x; q) X (x), for n 6 Z, constitute a
complete system in L (0, 1), and 4(l)', l)) is diagonal in
this basis:

p 1 + i~i (n+l/2)np—/L i
[ ("'")] " (1+ ' (+l/2) P/L)-

In what follows, we will need the quotient of 4's for two
sets of parameters (P, L) and (Pz, I,o) respectively;

and our election of basis allows us to determine O(l)', g)
&om

h„(x;g') = C (l)', g) h„(x; g)

ill (n+l/2)np/L i /
— (+l/2)np, /L„ i—

(~ ' ~). n, n| i( 1 + eiq (n+1/2)np/—L ' ' 1 + eigi (n+l/2)npo/Lo—

It is easy to see that 4'(g', g) 40 (l)', g) —1 is a trace class operator, so the determinant detl 4(l)', l)) I'0 (l)', l))]
exists:

2gl —(n+1/2)+13/L $ + 2g —(7K+1/2)vrPp/Lp

deti 4( ', f4 (
] + e &—( +&/2) P/L ] + e nl —( +&/2) 0o/Lo

0
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The result established in Ref. [8] is

det~ (D(P L))~(. ),a(D(Po Lo))~(„),a

For p' = 0 this reduces to

P [G(P, L, p) —G(P, L, 0)]

Po—[G(Po, Lo, p P/Po) —G(Po, Lo o)]

( (()o, o))„( ) o ( ()), ))„(o)o)

= det) (C (tI', g) C, '(tI', g) ).

(53)
= ln)'

o(oooo)o(I oo — o/oo)

g iP p —~p/2L g3 0, C —Vt 0 2L(o3 2 7 i
(56)

Now, we choose the parameter q' = ip'P, tj = i@ P
and noticing that

(D(»L)) („) = (' '"' (P )""')~(o),a

and we are still free to choose the parameters Pp and Lp
conveniently.

Notice that, for P/Po (( 1, we can write

Po [G(Po Lo, p P/Po) —G(Po, Lo 0)]

& (9~ + 7 (9~
(P L P ) ~(o),a

=Po (Po, Lo, vo) = —v P N(Po, Lo, uo) (57)
p, P (9G

Po ~go

we can write

PG(P L—v') + PoG(Po Lo s 'P/Po)

Po G(Po, Lo—, p P/Po)+P G(P, L, p, )

for 0 ( pp ( p P/Pp, and N(Po, Lp, pp) the mean value
of the particle number. So

P() [G(P(), L(), p P/P()) —G(Po, Io, 0)] m 0. (58)

On the other hand
g

ig'p —~p/2L g ip p —~po/2LO7C 3 2 7&
=in(

g iP p —~p/2L g ~P p —mpo/2Lp7C 3 2 7e lim
po moo

g ip p —vrpo/2LO76
17

gs (0, e —ao&'~o)

(55) for any value of "2P. Then, we have

g 0,--P/2L ~ L, g 0.-2-L/P
() (a()), L, o) —a()), L, o)) =i~& ' "

o = +(~
g '~ P —~P/2L 2~ 0 pL e 2nL/P— .

3 2 7C
(60)

where we have used the inversion formula for the Jacobi
g3function:

[see Eqs. (43), (44)], it is not difficult to reobtain from
Eq. (60) the results in [13],by changing P -+ I, I ~ P/2.

9
~

o~ ~=o'- O (L ~o) o(61)
2 ) V. CONCLU SIONS

This result coincides with the one obtained in Eq. (30).
%'e have seen that the chemical potential can be in-

troduced through an analytic extension in the parame-
ter de6ning the twisted boundary conditions in the Eu-
clidean time direction. . From this point of view, the pres-
ence of Jacobi theta functions should not be surprising
since these functions appear in the study of conformally
invariant Dirac operators (see, for example, [12]).

In fact, in Ref. [13] the problem of massless two-
dimensional fermions at T & 0, satisfying twisted bound-
ary conditions in the spatial direction, has been consid-
ered using the techniques employed in the present paper.
Taking into account that, for this simple model, baglike
(local) boundary conditions imply the antiperiodicity of
the Hamiltonian eigenfunctions in the segment x E [0, 2]

In this paper, we studied the possibility of simulat-
ing the presence of a chemical potential by imposing
"twisted77 boundary conditions in the Euclidean time di-
rection. This mechanism allowed us to relate the &ee
energy of a system of massless confined fermions to a
functional determinant of the Dirac operator.

To study such determinant, we made use of two ap-
proaches. The IIirst one is based on the knowledge of the
Green function satisfying adequate boundary conditions.
The other relies on functional techniques [8] which allow
to perform the calculation starting &om boundary values
of functions in the kernel of the Dirac operator.

In Sec. II, the difference between Gibbs &ee energies
with and without chemical potential was written in terms
of the p integral of a trace involving the Green function.
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A careful treatment of this trace (which is not absolutely
convergent), through point-splitting regularization, put
in evidence the presence of a p -dependent term.

For completeness, in Sec. III, the Helmholtz &ee en-
ergy was computed by a similar method, employing this
time the P derivative. The constant of integration was
fixed &om the vanishing of entropy at zero temperature.
Moreover, the P m oo limit allowed us to identify the
Casimir energy of the system.

Although the results of Sec. II and III, i.e. , the Gibbs
&ee energy of this simple model, could also have been ob-
tained directly Rom the eigenvalues of the Dirac Hamil-
tonian (which, in this case, can be exactly evaluated),
the method developed in those sections can be applied to
more complicated and realistic situations, e.g. , the (3+1)-
dimensional bag model. In fact, as mentioned in Sec. I,
in Refs. [6,7] a hybrid chiral bag model with p = 0 and
T g 0 in 3+ 1 dimensions has been studied. The Green
function (for a spherical bag) can be determined through
the extension to the T g 0 case of the results in [14],
where one must take into account that the symmetry
of the boundary conditions corresponds to the diagonal
subgroup of SU(2), t t; „~ Cs SU(2);, ,~;„. It should be

noticed that, in this model, the eigenvalue problem of
the Dirac Hamiltonian leads to transcendental equations.
So, the evaluation of the p-dependent contribution to the
Gibbs &ee energy could be performed following the Green
function approach developed in the present paper, task
which is in progress.

In Sec. IV, we made an alternative calculation follow-
ing the techniques introduced in [8]. Starting &om an ad-
equately selected basis in the kernel of the Dirac operator,
the Fredholm determinant of quotients of Forman's op-
erators could be easily constructed. Through an analytic
extension in the parameter defining the twisted tempo-
ral boundary condition, we reobtained the p-dependent
piece of the Gibbs free energy of the system.
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